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in its first bi-monthly monetary policy review for FY20, lowered key policy repo rate

by 25 bps to 6.00% from 6.25%.

India's eight core industries grew 4.7 % in Mar-19 as against 2.2 % growth recorded a month ago. India’s trade deficit

contracted to $10.89 billion in Mar-19 from $13.51 billion in Mar-18 due to growth acceleration in exports.

The fell to 52.6 in Mar-19 from 54.3 in Feb-19. The Nikkei
India Services Purchasing Managers' Index (PMI) fell to 52.0 in Mar-19 from 52.5 in Feb-19. India’s consumer inflation
accelerated marginallyto 2.86% YoY in Mar-19 from 2.57% in Feb-19 but slowed compared with 4.28% in Mar-18.

India’s Index of Industrial Production (IIP) growth touched a 20-month low in Feb-19. IIP growth slowed to 0.1% YoY in Feb-
19 from 6.9% in Feb-18 mainly due to fall in the manufacturing sector.

India’s accelerated for the second consecutive month in Mar-19. WPI rose to 3.18% in Mar-19 from
2.93% in Feb-19 and 2.74% in Mar-18.The growth rate of India's factory production was flat in Feb-19 as it inched up by just
0.1% from 6.9% reported forthe corresponding month of 2018.

The Monetary Policy Committee (MPC)

Nikkei India Manufacturing Purchasing Managers' Index (PMI)

WPI based inflation
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continued to show signs of deceleration.

We note that but for India earnings will become more
relevant once the election uncertainty gets over by May 2019.

We expect the in its subsequent meetings, drawing confidence from the government’s reasonably
conservative fiscal math despite election compulsions.

that will drive the GDP growth in FY20: 1. Recovery in investment climate amidst bank
recapitalization and resolution of stressed assets 2. Urban consumption supported by benign inflation and government
measures to increase disposable income 3. Rural consumption supported by better farm realization as food prices rise and
Government income support measures aid 4.Benign inflation outlook 5.Lower crude oil prices vs.FY19

First half will be dominated by general elections expectations. Hence, in first half of 2019, it is prudent to run a relatively
defensive large cap portfolio with sectorial exposure to Banks,Consumer staples,IT & Pharmaceuticals,while keeping an eye
out for opportunities that expectation swings might throw up. We do expect a possible rate cut in 1st half of 2019 on ‘in-
control’ inflation expectations.

Global growth indicators

global and domestic macro and politics will matter in the short term,

RBI to cut policy rates

Five important factors

The best opportunities come when there is ‘maximum pessimism’ in the economic cycle.Until yesterday,there was uncertainty
over who will form the new government for next 5 years,besides the macro softness."Removal of political uncertainty is always
welcome from a market point of view. Current mandate shows the maturity of voters in choosing a ‘stable’ government Now
with that uncertainty behind, market will focus on steps taken by the government to encourage investment and give push to
consumption,which is hitting a soft patch.

The market's focus will now shift to the ‘growth
cycle’ on which we are constructive.We expect cyclical recovery led by consumption in 2H19 in high frequency data which has
hit a rough patch.The fall in the investment rate has driven down corporate margins.We are now witnessing a big improvement
in M&A activity and this could well be the precursor to a more robust investment rate.This also sets the stage for improvement
earnings growth.

We see the RBI’s accommodative policy in early
June, ongoing liquidity infusion, verdict on RBI reserves, and the Union Budget to redress several of these concerns in the
coming weeks. Liquidity will also improve as the currency built up during the election season finds its way back into the banks.
Taking liquidity to neutral conditions will help assuage the tightness that non-banks are suffering from. We believe that weak
monsoons, sustained high interest rates, weak rural demand and reduced space for government expenditure will continue to
weigh on GDP growth prospects.While quick fixes will be the call for the day,the focus should firmly be on structural measures
to address the issues. The causes of the slowdown are mostly structural and policy measures should address: (1) agriculture
sector slowdown, (2) NBFC-PSU banks’ health, (3) improving household physical savings rate, and (4) government’s crowding
out effect.

We consider ‘Top of the cycle’when 1) valuations are high; 2) High ROE; 3) Great macros; 4) All companies remain profitable in
the sector and 5) Easy access to capital.Besides valuations been slightly high,all other indicators are at the low end and can only
rise from here, with clear majority government mandate at the centre! By the people of India. Hence, as other indicators get
better, they can only further lift up the valuations! Our key investment themes to play in 2019 are 1) large-cap over other
categories and,2) cyclical sectors led by banks (largely coming out ofthe woods) over defensives.

Risks are mostly global (oil, Fed,trade tension), but our call assumes resolution to the on-going strain in the financial sector via
liquidity infusion and continuing fiscal discipline!

India has good macros in form of low inflation, better tax compliance, fiscal prudence, high FDI and manageable current

account deficit, if oil remains at current levels. The stage is set for accelerating growth to higher level by tackling certain

challenges like revival of investment and support consumption growth.

Investor concerns include a fresh wave of NPLs, further slowdown in consumption hurting earnings growth prospects,

Fiscal slippage,tepid or even negative domestic flows and global headwinds.

2019,“A tale of two halves”

The stage is set for next leg of growth phase

Source : MOSPI, RBI, Bloomberg, Reuters & Markit Economics
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Minutes ofthe April RBI MPC meeting likelyto keep further rate cut expectations alive

Inflation projections of Central Bank should provide room forfurther policy rate easing

Current interest rate term structure–seems a function oftransienttight liquidity coupled with uncertainty over election verdict

Expectyield curve“normalization”post elections,if not sooner

Inflation dynamics will continue to determine nominal yields on the long end while short-term yields will continue to be driven primarily by

the liquidity scenario.

Top rated short to medium term credit segment remains attractive on risk-reward basis as spread over policy repo rate remains attractive

and sufficient risk premium appears to be built in.

Overnight rate (NSE MIBOR)

10-Year G-sec yield

3 Month CDs rate

6 month CDs rate

12 month CDs rate

Currency - USD/INR

10 Year (U.S.) Treasury Yield

6.25 6.30 6.04 6.20

7.36 7.50 7.23 7.41

6.90 7.35 6.90 7.35

7.00 7.50 7.00 7.50

7.35 7.75 7.35 7.75

69.34 70.32 68.38 69.64

2.43 2.61 2.42 2.51

Global Cues
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The US Fed leftthe funds rate unchanged and repeated the“patient”stance on any interest rate move.

The ECB kept policy unchanged and stated that risks to the euro area growth were still tilted to the downside.

Bank of Japan (BOJ) maintained its policy rate, but adjusted the forward guidance with inflation now not expected to hit the 2% target at

leasttill March 2022.

The United States eliminated Iran oil waivers after the May 2 expiration and avowed commitment to offset the loss of Iranian crude supply

with supportfrom other oil exporters.

The benchmark Brent crude contractwas up 6.8% in April,hitting a 6-month high of $75.60 per barrel during the month.

Source : MOSPI, RBI, Bloomberg, Reuters & Markit Economics
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RBI expectedly reduced the policy repo rate by 0.25%,and retained the neutral policy stance.

March retail inflation rose to a 5 month high 2.9% y/y from 2.6% in the previous month, but core inflation moderated towards 5% from

~5.3% in February.

The central government met its revised FY 2019 fiscal deficit target of 3.4% of GDP with a cut in expenditure and roll over of fuel subsidies

to make up the shortfall in tax collection.

Gross GST revenues reached an all-time high INR 1.14 Tn.April,and gave hope thatthe GSTtax regime is stabilizing.

The RBI FX swap auction in April witnessed greater demand and also higher premium from the market.

Foreign funds (FPIs) turned sellers of Indian debt in April, selling (net) debt worth INR 5,099 crs., having bought (net) debt worth INR

12,002 crs.in the previous month.

In spite of the INR posting its first monthly decline (down 0.6% in April) against the USD in 3 months, foreign exchange reserves rose to

US$418.5B.on April 26,2019 from US$411.9B.on March 29,2019.

System liquidity remained tight and RBI announced open market purchases to the tune of INR 250B.for May 2019.

Domestic Macros


